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Abstract: Road networks are critical infrastructures within any region and it is imperative to maintain
their conditions for safe and effective movement of goods and services. Road Management, therefore,
plays a key role to ensure consistent efficient operation. However, significant resources are required
to perform necessary maintenance activities to achieve and maintain high levels of service. Pavement
maintenance can typically be very expensive and decisions are needed concerning planning and
prioritizing interventions. Data are key towards enabling adequate maintenance planning but
in many instances, there is limited available information especially in small or under-resourced
urban road authorities. This study develops a roadmap to help these authorities by using flexible
data analysis and deep learning computational systems to highlight important factors within road
networks, which are used to construct models that can help predict future intervention timelines. A
case study in Palermo, Italy was successfully developed to demonstrate how the techniques could be
applied to perform appropriate feature selection and prediction models based on limited data sources.
The workflow provides a pathway towards more effective pavement maintenance management
practices using techniques that can be readily adapted based on different environments. This takes
another step towards automating these practices within the pavement management system.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Need for Information to Support Pavement Management Decisions
Roads are a critical component of any society from a small town scale to the highest
levels as they allow for the essential movement of goods and services [1] with road transport
being the widely used transport mode for both passenger and freight transport in Europe [2].
In many countries worldwide the public road network is the biggest publicly owned
asset [3]. To this end, these networks must be kept in a suitable condition making the road
agencies’ job of maintaining them a critical component towards the development of any
region. Road agencies have the responsibility to develop programs that guide rehabilitation
and maintenance practices and they have to enact critical decisions in terms of which areas
should be prioritized and when interventions should be made. Further complicating their
decisions are steadily reducing budgets for these activities [4,5] that will likely see greater
depletions given the current global economic pandemic related situation [6].
The decisions of these road agencies are generally based on the implementation of a
pavement management system (PMS) which falls under the analysis stage of the pavement
management process and can be executed at either a network or project level [7]. The PMS is
the most typical analytical method and it attempts to optimize the use of financial resources
based on the particular needs of the road network [8]. The PMS is a combined toolbox,
which uses key road data to help decision-makers create and make the best decisions to
allow for optimum system conditions over time [9]. Three critical basic requirements for
the adequate application of a PMS [10] are:
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best decisions to allow for optimum system conditions over time [9]. Three critical basic
requirements for the adequate application of a PMS [10] are:
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These factors remain important regardless of the development of new technologies and
and should be integral to the design and introduction of any new technique or model. Data
methods and should be integral to the design and introduction of any new technique or
collection should also be done at the lowest level of detail satisfactory enough to make
model. Data collection should also be done at the lowest level of detail satisfactory enough
effective decisions [17]. Therefore, when designing a database or collection system, the
to make effective decisions [17]. Therefore, when designing a database or collection sysnetworks’ characteristics should be integral to the process along with the ability of the
tem, the networks’ characteristics should be integral to the process along with the ability
authority to maintain the system both financially and technically.
of the authority to maintain the system both financially and technically.
1.2. Relationship of Factors and Features that Contribute to Pavement Maintenance Interventions
The selection of potential sites for pavement maintenance is usually dependent on
the pavement age and condition, frequency of maintenance interventions, traffic rates,
accessibility and safety [18]. The preference between these sites can then be decided based
on performance and distress surveys. In practice, there are a multitude of different road
performance indicators that can be employed during the decision-making processes [3].
The use of these indicators is generally dependent on the road agency, their needs and
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the available data such as distress and surface texture [9]. Many PMS’s will utilize topdown approaches wherein funding levels required to meet long-term performance goals
are estimated but in these scenarios, further steps are still required to prioritize specific
segments for maintenance interventions [19]. However, it has been found that issues have
been identified within the methodologies utilized for the PMS in effectively considering
multi-attribute condition information for modelling processes and with uncertainties
linked primarily to pavement deterioration despite the establishment of the importance of
environmental and economic conditions [20].
Performance indicators are useful and important because they help to efficiently
allocate resources amongst options based on the availability of resources [21]. It has
been suggested that frameworks for performance indicators for road assets should be
divided across two levels—general performance indicators which can provide an overview
and can be ascertained from public statistics and detailed objective indicators of service
quality and institutional effectiveness [21]. These overview characteristics are important as
they can provide a summarized view of the network’s situation. Concerning the overview
performance indicators, there are typical feature groups that should be assessed to ascertain
the summary of the road asset [21,22] which include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Network parameters—geometric configuration and dimensions of roads
Asset values
Road users—types of users and trip purposes
Demography and economic circumstances—population and land area
The density of network and roads
Use of roads—travel by class
Safety—accidents and fatalities

With regard to these indicators, it is possible to retrieve a lot of this data from local
sources such as censuses, therefore making them a viable resource outlet for obtaining
data for modelling scenarios for small or under-resourced cities. The data sourcing can
be complicated based on specific circumstances but it is a necessary step to adequately
understand particular situations and predict future trends.
1.3. How Have Pavement Management Decisions and Approaches Been Supported by
Data Analytics?
Once data have been identified in a system, the next important decision is the type
of modelling and estimation to be done to support maintenance decisions by predicting
future conditions to understand and manage maintenance and rehabilitation strategies.
Models are typically grouped into four categories [9] as seen in Table 1. The application
of them is heavily based on the available resources. There have been numerous models
produced and researched with the majority of them being specific to a combination of
variable or conditions, highlighting the need for a workflow that can work with different
variable combinations [23].
Table 1. Overview of typical types of pavement performance models.
Approach
Deterministic models
Probabilistic models
Bayesian models
Subjective/Expertbased models

Description
Models that produce a single dependent value such as pavement
condition from a combination of different variables concerning the
characteristics of the pavement and network
Models that predict a range of values for the dependent variable with
probabilities of changes based on different conditions and timelines
Models that combine objective and subjective data and having their
variables described in a probabilistic distribution manner
Similar to deterministic ones but with structures based on opinion and
not historical data
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Considering and using these model types, there are several areas within the PMS
decision-making processes where Artificial intelligence-based systems can help support
decisions. These include estimation of pavement condition, assessment of maintenance
needs, identification and selection of maintenance actions and prioritization of maintenance
programs [24]. Studies have tried to develop algorithms using techniques such as decision
trees to predict Pavement Condition Index (PCI) [25] values (a common index used to
represent road conditions), and therefore future pavement conditions of road sections using
input data such as historical PCI values, weather, historical maintenance data and traffic [26]. Additional studies have focused on the International Roughness Index (IRI), which
is an index that considers the roughness of the profile of the road [27]. Using this index,
random forests regressions have been used to predict values of IRI to determine pavement
roughness of sections utilizing traffic information, previous IRI values and pavement distresses [28]. Artificial Neural networks (ANN) have also been constructed using the IRI as
an input to identify maintenance strategies with reliance on large national datasets [29,30].
Other studies have tried to predict PCI values using neural networks. Planning of road
interventions utilizing Fuzzy based networks have also been considered [18]. In other cases,
ANNs were utilized to predict an exact pavement maintenance decision based on inputs
of distress data, functional class, traffic and pavement structure [31]. Another method
of analysis is the use of Genetic Algorithms, which were shown as an effective tool for
predicting maintenance programs and have been combined within neural networks to
bolster their effectiveness [32–34]. These previous studies all represent attempts at helping
plan maintenance interventions but have commonly relied on large databases. Additionally,
whilst interoperability issues in machine learning have been raised about the difficulty in
understanding relationships between model outputs and inputs [35], feature selection has
been successfully used to filter out redundant data, improve accuracies and help produce
more explainable models [36].
1.4. Development of Strategies for Pavement Maintenance in Agencies with Limited Data
and Resources
Data Analytics has been considered as an effective way of handling pavement condition data and relating predicting pavement conditions [26]. However, in many instances,
many large databases do not provide particularly useful information to allow for efficient
decisions to be made with many of the databases having subjective data [37]. There have
been attempts at creating datasets that will help boost deep learning activities in the field of
civil engineering where datasets of different infrastructures have been set up [38]. However,
these studies have tended to focus on image-based datasets. Image-based analysis can be
very effective and recent studies have shown how low-cost models can be developed to
detect distresses within a network using smartphones [39]. However, even within these systems, the question of where to direct the image survey and how to understand the feature
characteristics of the network still needs to be addressed for them to be practically applied.
There is one large database that includes pavement features and factors called the
Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP)database [40] which is an enormous database
developed and maintained by the Federal Highway Administration in the U.S. It has
allowed for the study and development of many different algorithms and decision-based
studies for predicting different future conditions of pavements and developing maintenance
strategies, with reviews showing that the majority of research using ANN for predictions is
done using the LTPP database [41]. If similar databases could be set up for all agencies, it
would be a great help in their planning processes. However, in most cases, road agencies do
not have access or funds to create such a large database and the associated algorithms and
models developed for road maintenance. This means the systems and predictions cannot
be applied to their cities and Whilst it can be reasoned that more data can produce higher
accuracies in models, the costs of acquiring the additional data must be amply considered
by the road authority. Therefore, there should be a balance between available budgets and
information pursuit [42]. The use of feature selection has been considered useful to help
increase the accuracy of models by utilizing fewer feature characteristics but those of the
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most significant importance [42]. To this end, machine learning approaches have been
used to obtain the most important features within a dataset with conclusions that these
approaches could potentially be effective for cases where there is limited data available.
2. Aim of the Study
Given the constraints faced by road agencies worldwide, this study was developed
to create a workflow for agencies to carry out efficient network information mining to
understand the important features in their networks and when interventions should be
done. The inputs to this process include historical data and information on the precise
environment with the output being an understanding of which are the important features
that contribute to maintenance decisions in this particular environment and a model to
predict future maintenance activities. To enable this, a case study was developed in Palermo,
Italy utilizing historical information on road interventions, network characteristics and
census information to provide a succinct but effective overview of important features
as identified by previous studies [21,22] from low-cost and easily available sources. An
innovative aspect of this study is that it considers a small database, which does not have
the many descriptive and technical features of large-scale databases such as the LTPP one.
To this end, the workflow highlights important factors that contribute to road maintenance
schedules without relying on expensive data collection systems. The study aims to carry
out an effective feature selection with limited data and use these features to create a model
for future predictions. A model is constructed using open source and flexible computing
libraries to predict when interventions should be done within the network. The output of
this process would allow for the optimization of available information at a low-cost and
with limited resources, which helps to advance the pavement management planning and
implementation process in limited data circumstances.
3. Methodology

OR PEER REVIEW

Given the state of the research field and the need to create a pipeline that could be
augmented to different agencies based on data availabilities, a general workflow was
created that could be adapted based on the particular circumstances
of28
a road agency. This
6 of
workflow is shown in Figure 2. The workflow highlights the sources of data, the type
of analysis needed at each stage and the outcome, which is a model to identify times for
interventions for various roads within the network.

Figure 2. Workflow for study.
Figure 2. Workflow for study.

Within this methodological framework the use of well-known Artificial Intelligence
(AI) tools, including deep learning systems, are particularly well suited due to the intrinsic
nature and complexity of the issues addressed. Furthermore, it has been shown by others
that AI tools are particularly important to use in pavement management situations be-
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Within this methodological framework the use of well-known Artificial Intelligence
(AI) tools, including deep learning systems, are particularly well suited due to the intrinsic
nature and complexity of the issues addressed. Furthermore, it has been shown by others
that AI tools are particularly important to use in pavement management situations because
of uncertain and/or incomplete information that appears in the field [43] which is often
the case in smaller or under-resourced authorities.
3.1. Data Collection
The data collected was obtained using several open datasets available from government authorities, both locally and nationally namely the statistical offices in Italy and
Palermo, the local municipality and the assigned road maintenance company. It was very
important given the context of the study to have available data. Data characteristics are
further described in Section 4.
3.2. Feature Selection Workflow
Once the data were obtained, the first step was a visual overview data analysis to
establish relationships between features. To do this, a pandas data frame [44] was set up to
explore the dataset along with the use of matplotlib [45] and seaborn [46] for visualization
through graphical relationship plots. This process allows for easy visualization of the
statistics of the dataset and any necessary data cleaning before processing can begin. They
are also open source packages and therefore can easily be utilized for further works with
no large costs to agencies. A descriptive analysis of the dataset was performed to highlight
distributions and identify relationships between the various features. The data were also
preprocessed to ensure there were no missing values and inconsistencies.
3.2.1. Developing Feature Selector
Once the data were preprocessed, the next step was preparing a feature selector tool
adapted to the particular dataset but whose configuration could be modified based on
the type of data typically available. Feature selection involves using only appropriate
features that explain the dependent variable and the process helps produce good learners
and models [47]. In this case, the dependent variable is the year when road intervention
took place for a given road in the network. A feature selector is a tool that can be used
for producing strong datasets for machine learning purposes. For the study, a feature
selector tool was developed considering a selector developed in python utilizing the
LightGBM library [48]. For the feature selector, the tool’s backbone model was redesigned
to identify feature importance using a gradient boosting machine from the CatBoost
(Category Boosting) [49] library instead. This construction was done based on the strength
of CatBoost to handle categorical features and the high presence of these features within
this study and typical of this type of data. For the feature selector’s backbone, several
ensemble deep learning gradient boosting algorithms were considered. Gradient boosting
algorithms are considered powerful tools that work by building ensemble tree predictors
carrying out gradient descent within a functional space [49]. The algorithms sequentially
create base models. The accuracy of these models versus others are considered higher given
the production of multiple models sequentially and the emphasis on training cases that are
more difficult to evaluate, making the mistake more evident. In the process, the examples
that were considered harder to estimate in the earlier base models are forced to appear more
frequently in the training data. The subsequent base models are all aimed at correcting
the prior mistakes in earlier models. The boosting process utilizes weak base models that
are easier to predict and combines them to get one highly accurate model. The process
fits subsequent models that allow for minimization of particular loss function objectives
and errors averaged across the training data [50]. The pseudocode for Friedman’s gradient
boosting algorithm is subsequently shown in Algorithm 1 [51].
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Algorithm 1: Friedman’s Gradient Boost algorithm
Inputs:

•
•
•
•

input data ( x, y) Ni = 1
number of iterations, M
choice of the loss-function Ψ(y, f )
choice of the base learner model h( x, θ )

Algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

initialize fˆ0 with a constant
for t = 1 to M do
compute the negative gradient gt ( x )
fit a new base-learner function h( x, θt )
find the best gradient descent step-size ρ f
N

ρt = argminρ

∑Ψ

h

ˆ 1 ( xi ) + ρh( xi , θt )
yi , f t−

i

i =1

6.
7.

update the function estimate:
ˆ 1 + ρt h( x, θt )
fˆt ← f t−
end for

Gradient boosting methods offer a high level of customizable flexibility to any specific data-driven job [52] making it appealing for this study. There are several available
gradient boosting models that are applied for prediction and regression problems. These
include XGBoost [53], AdaBoost [54] and LightGBM [55] with the recent introduction of the
CatBoost [49] libraries which provide a new approach, especially for categorical features.
As a result of this, the CatBoost library was chosen given its ability to handle categorical
features and previous studies identifying a higher performance of this algorithm versus
the others previously mentioned [56,57]. This is particularly important to the model given
the number of categorical features present in the dataset. CatBoost is different from the
other gradient boosting algorithms in the following ways:

•

•
•

The library handles categorical features during training as opposed to during the
preprocessing time. It also utilizes the entire dataset for training. For each training
example, the library carries out a random permutation of the dataset and calculates
an average label value for the particular example with the same category value placed
before the one provided by the permutation [58].
The library allows unbiased boosting with categorical features and feature combinations where all the categorical features can be combined as a new feature. [49]
The use of a fast scorer allows utilizing oblivious trees as base predictors [58].

The CatBoost library [49,59] introduced two vital advances: ordered boosting, which
is a permutation driven alternative to the classic choice and a state-of-the-art algorithm to
process categorical features. Most gradient boosting algorithms use encoding for categorical
features but CatBoost utilizes an innovative strategy for this. An ordering principle is
utilized which feeds training examples sequentially which allows the target values to rely
on the historically observed values. For this to be possible, CatBoost utilizes a random
artificial time permutation for the training examples for the gradient boosting process.
Based on these factors, the CatBoost library was exploited.
3.2.2. Defining the Characteristics of the Feature Selector
Once the backbone model was decided, the hyperparameters of the model were
needed. Within the selector, 12 training runs were utilized to lower variances with the
CatBoost model itself being run for 500 iterations, and early stopping using a validation
set was used to avoid overfitting of the data. Within the implementation, CatBoost gives
indices of categorical columns to allow them to be encoded as one-hot encoding utilizing one_hot_max_size. This is based on the number of unique values available for the
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features considered. This is important for this study as the process can be calibrated
based on the number of unique values within the dataset instead of using an assumptive
value. An ‘one_hot_max_size’ of 25 was utilized given the presence of data for 25 neighborhoods (as is the case in Palermo) which have related categorical features. The use of
the cat_features parameter allows the user to pass the column indices for the categorical features through the model for preprocessing and use in the one-hot encoding. The
model utilized within the setup was defined as follows using the CatBoostRegressor model
setup: model = catboost.CatBoostRegressor(eval_metric = ’RMSE’, one_hot_max_size = 25,
depth = 10, iterations = 500, l2_leaf_reg = 9, learning_rate = 0.05).
Within the definition of the model, the eval_metric used was the Root Mean Square
(RMSE) with an ‘l2_leaf_reg’ value of 9 used (regularization term used to regularize the
objective function and minimize both loss and complexity of the model) and a depth of
10 (depth of tree used) and a learning rate of 0.05. These parameters were used based on
iterations of models and were found to be the most appropriate. Early stopping of the
model was also carried out with a test set of 20% to validate and ensure overfitting was
not done. During the run of the model, the feature importance levels was recorded using
the ‘feature_importances’ function of the Catboost library. These were recorded and sorted
in descending order to showcase the features with the most impact on the model. Finally,
the values were normalized based on the total contribution to the model result and these
results were graphically represented.
3.3. Use of Deep Learning for Tabular Sets—Use of Fastai Deep Learning Library
Once the important features were identified, the next step was developing a model
that could attempt to predict the year for intervention when roads would reach a similar
degradation level as those identified in the dataset, based on the available characteristics.
To accomplish this, a deep learning model was developed for the application on a tabular
dataset. Deep Learning is a machine learning technique based on “learn by example”
principle. A Deep Learning model commonly uses large sets of labeled data which is
processed through neural network architectures built-up with many layers. By exploiting
the input data, through synaptic connections between adjacent layers with feed-forward
propagation, the output data are computed. The output quality depends on the recognition
accuracy, which in turn depends on the consistency of both the neural structure and process
data. Therefore, it is clear that the choice of the input data (features) and the neural network
architecture, including the typical training and testing parameters, are important to achieve
decision-making targets. Whilst, a significant amount of research has been focused on
the utilization of deep learning for image analysis, there is a lot of merit to leverage the
power of deep learning for tabular dataset analysis as well. New base architectures have
shown a lot of worth in this type of analysis over traditional classification and grouping
methods [60] and by considering a deep learning model, this workflow can leverage both
the resources of the gradient boosting for feature selection and deep learning for the
model development. Deep learning models also have shown advantages over traditional
approaches when datasets have high cardinality categorical variables. This is as a result of
the model using embeddings for these categorical features [61] and this is important given
the presence of these variables in the dataset.
For this study, the open source FastAI framework [60] was utilized. This library
was chosen because of its ease of use, therefore, making it easily interpretable and easily
replicated for authorities and users. The library was designed around two main goals: to
make its implementation and use approachable and productive whilst maintaining flexible
configurability. This is important as there is not a significant level of training needed
to create the models and therefore explaining its implementation for road professionals
would not be difficult. FastAI also offers excellent support for tabular datasets with built-in
loaders to handle this type of data. Within the FastAI library, there is high-level API
support for tabular datasets which allows the creation of models based on characteristics
of the dataset available. Within the tabular data setup, there are also provisions to denote
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Layer

Output Shape

Number of Parameters

Embedding
Embedding
Embedding
Embedding
Embedding
Dropout
BatchNorm 1d
Linear
ReLU
BatchNorm 1d
Dropout
Linear
ReLU
BatchNorm 1d
Dropout
Linear
ReLU
BatchNorm 1d
Dropout
Linear

3
3
5
10
5
26
9
50
50
50
50
10
10
10
10
1
1
1
1
1

12
9
40
260
40
0
18
1800
0
100
0
510
0
20
0
11
0
2
0
2

Total Parameters: 2824, Total trainable parameters: 2824
Optimized with ‘torch.optim.adam.Adam’, betas = (0.9, 0.99)
Using true weight decay, Loss function: Flattened Loss

In the model, three dense layers were utilized with different dropout values for each
of the dense layers. The activation function used for the layers is also depicted in the table.
Within the model summary, it can be seen there are embedding layers for each categorical
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variable and there are dropout layers provided to help reduce biases and variances as
previously indicated. Additionally, all the parameters used for the model were trainable
and there utilized. The data were split between training, testing and validation sets with
80% allocated for training and 20% for training and validation. It is critical to note that
only the most important features as set out by the feature importance tool in Section 3.2
were utilized in the model. The model setup code parameters developed and used is
further given in Appendix A. Once these parameters were set up, the learning rate finder
was employed to suggest an appropriate learning rate and using this learning rate (lr) the
model was trained with 80 epochs (training steps) and using a weight decay factor (wd)
of 0.2 to help regularization and to prevent overfitting. All of these factors implemented
using the ‘learn.fit_one_cycle’ function within the library. The final output of the model
is a prediction of the year, which should be designated as the next point of maintenance
intervention for a given road within the database. Any user using the model at the road
agency would have to provide the same information for that road as used in this model
configuration. However, as the data used are from easily available sources, input data pose
an easier task than other methods or techniques.
3.4. Assessment of the Accuracy of the Model
For the metric evaluation of the model produced, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
metric was utilized. This is a common metric used for the evaluation of regression-based
models and is estimated by the function given in Equation (1).
s
RMSE =

1
n

n

∑ (Yi,m −

Yi,e )2

(1)

i =1

where Yi,m = measured value, Yi,e = estimated value, n = number of observations.
To further explain the model’s results accuracy, the RMSE was normalized based on
the mean of the dependent variable, using a metric called Normalized Root Mean Square
Error (NMRSE) to allow for a comparison across different scales and one that is more
interpretable to users. These metrics are typical and representative of metrics utilized when
assessing the accuracy of machine learning forecasting models [62,63]. This was generated
using the function in Equation (2) below.
q
NRMSE =

1
n

2
∑in=1 (Yi,m − Yi,e )

Yi,m

(2)

The evaluation was done utilizing the validation set during the model to establish the
model’s accuracy. Once this was completed, the study then tried to establish a pipeline
on how the model could be used in a practical scenario combining other low-cost surveys
methods. This pipeline and the results are further discussed in Sections 4–6.
4. Description of Case Study—Palermo, Italy
For the study, it is important to understand the particulars of the area. Palermo is
located on the north-western coast of Sicily, Italy, covering an area of 158.88 km2 with
663,401 inhabitants [64]. It is a part of southern Italy where municipalities have been shown
to have a lower efficiency when considering the difference between the assessed spending
needs given conditions and the actual spending [65]. This is an important factor as the
efficiency level is associated with productivity levels. This is coupled with lower spending
on information technology (IT) systems and services within the public sector [66] which
limits the capacity of agencies to use highly technical systems. As a result of this, there
is a great opportunity to use Palermo as a case study given the limited resources these
authorities face and therefore the need to implement systems that do not require significant
IT investment and resources.
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The municipality’s road network consists of approximately 3800 road axes with a
total surface area equal to approx. 9 million m2 . This is a significantly large network
and therefore having a system in place that could pinpoint particular areas of interest
for intervention would be very useful. Data on the commute from the last population
census carried out by ISTAT (Italian National Institute of Statistics) [67] show that there
are approximately 278,954 individuals who commute every morning, for work and study
purposes, of which 96.3% of the movements are carried out within the municipality. It
is also important to consider that car sharing is very low with the average coefficient of
vehicle occupancy being 1.3 and the highest mode of transport for these trips being private
cars (48.2%) [68]. This is an important consideration as it means that the number of workers
within the city will have a significant impact on the traffic levels and in turn the roads with
higher debilitating conditions. The area was previously divided into 25 neighborhoods
but this was subsequently amended in 2009 to a division of eight circumscriptions [68]
as shown in Figure 4. There are overlaps between the divisions and, as the data collected
have factors from both divisions, both are considered. Circumscription no.1 is particularly
important as it houses the historical district of the city and the ZTL (Limited Traffic Zone)
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area, which has a traffic congestion charge attached to it and additionally
is where a lot of
tourism is concentrated given the presence of historical buildings, museums and artifacts.
Circumscription no. 8 is also important given its central location and proximity to the port.
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several open source systems, it did involve multiple stakeholders and the research team
had to collate the items across matching points for the final dataset. However, this is an
unavoidable task to ensure that the characteristics of the area are understood and additionally it is a step that would only be needed to be done at the beginning of the process
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from several open source systems, it did involve multiple stakeholders and the research
team had to collate the items across matching points for the final dataset. However, this
is an unavoidable task to ensure that the characteristics of the area are understood and
additionally it is a step that would only be needed to be done at the beginning of the
process in a practical implementation scenario.
Table 3. Summary of Data Sources.
Data Group

Source

Data Obtained

Census data

ISTAT [67]

Traffic and commuting data

ISTAT, Municipality of Palermo [67,71,72]

Economic activity data

Palermo Urban Transport Plan [68]

Population of Circumscription,
Employment, commuting statistics, industrial
activities, commercial activities
PUT zone activity rate, traffic rate, workers, arrivals
and departures, Industrial activities in the zone

Historical maintenance and
road network data

RAP and Municipality of Palermo [73]

Year of maintenance, road lengths and area

According to the legal requirements of the company, it has to carry out a minimum
of 1.8% surface area intervention on the road network per year. For the planning of
interventions, the company employs the application of filtering criterion that produces
a list of roads to be maintained that are in the worst deterioration state and the process
favors those roads considered critical with higher traffic intensity. To create this list of roads
with grave severities, road inspectors carry out laborious monitoring activities throughout
the year to update road conditions. They manually observe conditions, using video and
physical surveys [74], and generate reports on the road conditions. Whilst this can be an
effective method to collect data, it can also be expensive considering the number of surveys
and personnel involved. Therefore, having a model that could assist in predicting which
roads are likely to need rehabilitation would reduce costs. Additionally should physical
surveys not be possible, the model could be utilized to produce a non-subjective indication
of where interventions should be done.
The instances of intervention were recorded for six time intervals over the period
and therefore within the data, the year group is recorded with numerical values with a
range of 1–6 where the interventions occurring at year group 6, represent interventions at
10 years beyond the first recording. The recorded six groups are equally spaced out across
the ten years meaning that each group represents one-sixth of 10 years, i.e., approximately
20 months. The roads within the list are those having a high severity rating and therefore
requiring full surface depth repair over the area specified in the data. The characteristics of
the roads on which these interventions were carried out were compiled and this represented
the list of features to be analyzed. Unlike large databases like the LTPP database, where
detailed technical information on the road condition and monitoring, such as PCI and IRI
values, are available, the dataset focused on physical road characteristics, movements of
cars and people and economic activities carried out on and near the roads. This issue is
evident in many small countries and cities where there is a lack of funds to have extensive
databases and therefore the challenge exists to produce reputable data analyses with limited
data. The features produced are given in Table 4 and do provide a good representation of
the specific situation considering the typical overview feature groups previously discussed
in Section 1.2, allowing for an accurate portrayal of the area. The features produced were
linked to the roads identified in the historical data by careful data matching.
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Table 4. Description of features within the dataset.
Data Group.

Description of Data

neighborhood
circ
circ_pop
street_category
length
area
zone
year
pop_den
public_buildings
commercial_activties
traffic_rate
tz_pop
tz_pop_den
tz_workers
unemployment
industrial_jobs
circ_road_den
t_arrivals
tz_departures
tz_perdays_rt

neighborhood where the road is located
Circumscription (circ.) where the road is located
population of circ. where the road is located
road category classification (labelled 1 or 2; where 1 represents the higher trafficked option)
road length (measured in meters)
road area covered (measured in sq. meters)
zone where road is located (1-historic center, 2-main city, 3-peripheries)
year group of maintenance
density of population in circ.
The presence or lack of public buildings near the road (labelled 1 for yes and 0 for no)
The presence or lack of commercial activities along the road (labelled 1 for yes and 0 for no)
rate of activities in traffic zone where the road is located
population of traffic zone where the road is located
population density of traffic zone where the road is located
number of workers in the traffic zone where the road is located
percentage of unemployment in circ. where road is located
percentage of industrial jobs in circ.
road density within circ. where road is located
number of trip arrivals in the traffic zone where the road is located
number of departures in the traffic zone where the road is located
number of total trips made within the traffic zone where the road is located

The task was, therefore, to utilize these factors to provide analyses on road maintenance and predict the next instances of interventions. Consequently, using this workflow
could provide an easier pathway for the road authority to plan interventions. Within the
dataset, it is worth mentioning that a significant number of the features are categorical as
they relate to the circumscription or the neighborhood in which the feature occurs.
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Examination of Data
The first step was the uploading and examination of the data utilizing a pandas
data frame. The first analytical step was a descriptive analysis of the features of the
dataset. Within the preprocessing step, it was shown that there were no missing data
entries, which is important to ensure there are no model inconsistencies later in the process.
As previously mentioned there were 21 feature categories present in the dataset each
carrying 1099 values corresponding to the maintenance activities carried out over the
previous 10 years (2001–2019). This timeline thereby represents a significant period for
analysis to ensure credibility in the process. To understand the distributions within the data,
histograms were generated for the features to analyze the distributions of the features across
the period. Of particular interest were the distributions of the features corresponding to the
physical road characteristics (length and area) and the distributions for the occurrences of
activities within the different zones, circumscriptions and neighborhoods over the 10 years.
The length and area are directly related to each other with their distributions showing a
direct similarity. The distribution for the length feature is shown in Figure 5. This showed
that the majority of interventions were of a road length of less than 500 m.
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as previously noted in Section 4. The most prevalent neighborhood was no.10 which is the
‘Politeama’ area, which has many stores and is highly trafficked therefore validating this
statistic. This provides an insight into the priority locations of intervention. Otherwise, the
number of interventions across the neighborhoods is fairly distributed. Whilst these are
interesting results, it was also critical to identify correlations between interventions within
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For the other features within the dataset, another interesting feature to highlight was
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of interventions within the zones. The next important feature is that of commercial activity
and this again can be expected given the propensity of interventions being needed earlier
when there are commercial activities as highlighted in Figure 11. The next feature on the
list is that of the population density within the traffic zone showing how important it
is to understand the density of people living near a particular road for the maintenance
activities. Following these are the physical features of area and length, which definitely
should be considered to be important as they represent information on the actual road’s
dimensions. It is important however to note that whilst the physical characteristics are
important they are not the most important features, which is an important concluding
result. The next series of features related to the traffic in the zone and on the type of persons
living near a particular road.

With the first examination of the features complete, the feature selection algorithm
as constructed in Section 3.2 was applied. The model was implemented in python and a
normalized plot of feature importance was generated. Early stopping was applied using
the validation set of the data to prevent overfitting. At iteration 408, the best result was
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achieved according to the model. The top 15 important ranked normalized features are
given in Figure 12.
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It should be noted that these results are about the particular situation within the
municipality under question and the same features could result in a different relationship
in a different region. As such, it is critical to utilize results from the particular municipality
and not rely on feature representations of other cities or municipalities. Therefore, what
is important is the modelling process and also the ability to verify whether the results
produced by the model can be explained considering the situation in real life within the
area. The feature selection workflow is key to the work as it provides an ability to filter
out the most important variables in attempting to make a prediction on future occurrences
of the dependent variable. This feature selection can also be used on any database with
more variables when available. This includes those that were not available in this study but
could be available in other agencies or networks. This means the workflow is not isolated
to this particular area. Once these features were computed, the next phase of the study was
the use of these particular features within a model to predict maintenance interventions.
5.3. Fastai Model Results
The model was set up using the hyperparameters shown in Section 3.3 and it was run
with 80 epochs (model steps) used to reduce variances. For the model, the first step was to
utilize the learner within the FastAI library to identify the appropriate learning rate for the
training. This was performed within the setup and was based on models carried out to
determine appropriate learning rates for machine learning models [75]. This is visualized
by the graph in Figure 13, showing the point corresponding to this learning rate to be
utilized. The FastAI library has a built-in function that allows for programming a suggested
value which can then be utilized directly within the model for more effective training. This
process was done with the suggested training rate being highlighted as seen in Figure 13.
From this process, a learning rate of approximately 0.02 was used for the model.
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The values of RMSE were also stabilized by the end of the training. The RMSE, as
identified in Section 3.4 was used as the metric for assessment of the accuracy of the model.
After training was completed, the RMSE observed at the final epoch was 0.469. Using
the values of RMSE, the NRMSE was computed using the average of the input dataset to
normalize the value and make it interpretable on different scales and to provide clearer
interpretation. This resulted in an NRMSE of 0.128, which therefore equates to an accuracy
rate of 0.872, meaning the accuracy of the derived model is 87.2%. For comparison and
validation of the feature selection, the model was run using all the features from Table 4
and this model achieved an NRMSE of 0.196 indicating an accuracy of 80% showcasing an
increase of 7% in performance when using the feature selection, which could prove key in
carrying out the correct maintenance at the correct time. It should also be noted that the
increase could be more if more features are eliminated from a potentially larger database,
eliminating those features that are not key to the dependent variable. Consequently, the
model can accurately predict future maintenance sequences. In the model’s application,
new roads that have not undergone similar interventions would be put into the model
to produce an idea of the timeline for intervention. The validation set used, which the
model never saw during the training highlights the accuracy of the model. It must be
stated that this is where deep learning has its strengths in its ability to search out deeper
connections and patterns that are not easy to see and understand [76] and is why the
general research has seen rapid growth and is considered more and more for engineering
applications. Whilst it is important to mention that the model still shows an error, it is clear
that the model is adequate and useful. This is in line with other studies, which have used
different forms of artificial intelligence to predict maintenance intervention timelines and
metrics. This is validated in recent studies which have achieved accuracies of: 87% when
predicting the infrastructure’s condition using a neural network with embedding [77],
86% for predicting road surface milling and overlays interventions [78], 85% when using
combinations of gradient boosting trees to predict the PCI [79] and 87% predicting global
road performance indicators [29]. Other studies have achieved higher accuracies when
using the LTPP database [80] and other studies showing that the majority of research
using ANN for predictions is done using this database [41]. This is expected given the
size and resources used to create that database but does not assist the authorities without
similar resources. Given the level of accuracy achieved from this study using the available
data and resources, the result represents a substantial advance for the targeted types of
road agencies.
Additionally, in scenarios where there are no models in place because of the lack of
data, this would represent a substantial upgrade to their planning processes. With respect
to time, the error would represent less than 1.5 months of time of a gap between when the
model predicts maintenance should occur and when it does occur. Considering that plans
are made on a yearly scale, this error can, therefore, be considered acceptable as opposed to
the alternative where the activity is scheduled in a different year or not at all for a particular
road without the model. For a graphical representation of the possible scheduling, a
test dataset of 220 road instances was considered and a hypothetical prediction of the
required maintenance intervention was plotted for the next 10-year period, grouped by
the respective circumscriptions and is shown in Figure 16. This is a prediction plot so the
prediction points appear between the year groups as shown in the figure.
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As expected from the discussions, the plot shows that the period where more action
is required are the mid to later year periods but it also importantly highlights the circumscriptions where more intervention is needed, which is critical for planning and budget
allocations. Whilst there is room for improvement in the model, it must be emphasized
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As expected from the discussions, the plot shows that the period where more action
is required are the mid to later year periods but it also importantly highlights the circumscriptions where more intervention is needed, which is critical for planning and budget
allocations. Whilst there is room for improvement in the model, it must be emphasized
that given the size of the dataset and the resources available, it is a significantly useful
result that could help better plan interventions within the municipality. It is also a pathway
towards planning interventions without relying on excessive and expensive databases.
6. Workflow for Practical Implementation with Other Low-Cost Techniques
Given the results of Section 5, a pipeline was developed where the model and workflow utilizing small datasets can practically be integrated along with other low-cost methodAppl. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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ologies for the assessment of pavement distresses in a road network. This pipeline
is
depicted in Figure 18, with the objective being to better plan decisions on maintenance
interventions within the network.
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utilizes low-cost surveys using object detection models embedded on smartphones to dedetect the presence of pavement distresses. This would subsequently produce a hotspot
tect the presence of pavement distresses. This would subsequently produce a hotspot
analysis of the roads covered in the surveys as identified in an earlier study [39]. This
survey would yield information about the location and frequency of the distresses and be
able to validate the work carried out by the model within this study predicting which
roads need intervention. The surveys would be run on the roads as deemed necessary
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analysis of the roads covered in the surveys as identified in an earlier study [39]. This
survey would yield information about the location and frequency of the distresses and
be able to validate the work carried out by the model within this study predicting which
roads need intervention. The surveys would be run on the roads as deemed necessary from
the results of the model in this study.
Following this, detailed measurements can be determined, where necessary, with lowcost 3D modelling techniques using smartphones and drones to produce metric models
of the distressed areas as validated by previous work [81]. It is significant to note that
each step of this workflow utilizes a low-cost technique or system to not only acquire
the information needed but to process it. This is vital to help road authorities with their
under-budgeted scenarios whilst still maintaining a high level of accuracy and adequate
planning practices. At each stage of the pipeline, the data and analyses would be fed
towards the road asset database to allow for updated records of road assets and continual
low-cost network monitoring by the road authority. The workflow and the combination of
low-cost measures within it are what offers the greatest contribution to the work.
7. Conclusions
This study was designed to present a flexible framework towards utilizing easily
available information on a city and its road network for planning road maintenance
interventions. The purpose was to create a workflow that could be replicated by small
and under-resourced road authorities who cannot create and/or access large databases but
still have to create effective rehabilitation plans. The analyses and models were developed
relying on data analytics tools, open source algorithms and deep learning models.
For the workflow’s validation, a case study in Palermo, Italy was utilized. Within
the study, several open source datasets that are easily available were utilized from the
census, road traffic and maintenance history. From the information, feature selection
tools were developed to identify which of the features are the most important towards
explaining the point in time at which intervention activities need to be done. The feature
selection tools were based on gradient boosting algorithms that adequately can handle
the presence of categorical variables, which commonly exist in these types of datasets.
Once the feature selection tool was developed, it was used to pinpoint the most important
features, which were then utilized in a deep learning model to help predict the intervention
time for a particular road. The most important features were analyzed and validated
based on analyses of feature distributions and the specific surroundings. Once the features
were integrated into the deep learning model, a model with high accuracy was achieved.
It provides a very good assessment of when interventions should occur. The model is
also non-contact and does not require excessive physical surveys. This process, therefore,
utilizes the strengths of gradient boosting algorithms and deep learning, leveraging their
combined power to handle categorical variables and search out connections on a deeper
level than traditional approaches.
Future work will look at different cities and the use of different feature sets to further
establish the accuracy of this data exploitation technique. The use of the process in other
cities will further validate the workflow along with checks in the following years to verify
the accuracy of the next sequence of predicted road interventions. The predicted models
in the study can aptly be used to generate schedules of which roads and sections should
be prioritized over time. Further to the results of the study, a pipeline was also identified
as to how the models and techniques could be used with other low-cost techniques for
detecting pavement distresses and planning pavement interventions. The workflow helps
exploit several low-cost element techniques, which would be helpful for many agencies
given their budgetary allocations. Finally, it is worth pointing out this study exploits both
low-cost investigation techniques on road pavement conditions and indirect data analytics,
to establish over time and space, the best network maintenance strategy. This would
allow more budget allocation towards effective interventions rather than on complex and
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expensive systematic investigations. With the techniques combined, they offer another step
towards low-cost automation of elements of the PMS.
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Appendix A. Fastai Setup
Parameter setups:
dep_var = ‘year’
cat_vars = [‘zone’, ‘commercial_activities’, ‘unemployment’, ‘street_category’,‘public_buildings’,
‘circ_road_den’]
cont_vars = [‘area’,’length’, ‘traffic_rate’,’tz_pop’, ‘tz_pop_den’,’tz_workers’, ‘tz_arrivals’,
‘tz_depatures’, ‘tz_perdays_rt’]
procs = [FillMissing, Categorify, Normalize]
test = TabularList.from_df(test_df,cat_names = cat_names, cont_names = cont_vars,
procs = procs)
valid =
TabularList.from_df(val_df,cat_names = cat_vars, cont_names = cont_vars, procs = procs)
data
= (TabularList.from_df(train_df, path = ‘.’, cat_names = cat_vars, cont_names = cont_vars,
procs = procs).split_by_rand_pct(valid_pct = 0.2, seed = 47)
.label_from_df(cols = dep_var, label_cls = FloatList, log = True)
.add_test(test)
.databunch())
Model setup:
learn = tabular_learner(data,layers = [1,10,50],ps = [0.01,0.01,0.1],metrics = rmse,emb_
drop = 0.05, callback_fns = ShowGraph)
Learning rate set up: learn.fit_one_cycle(80, lr, wd = 0.2)
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